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"Pulls you into the depths of a secret world from the first page. Ian Smithâ€™s novel is unmissable." â€”Harlan Coben, author of Missing You
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Fall 1988
Spenser Collins

An unlikely Harvard prospect, smart and athletic, strapped for cash, determined to succeed. Calls his motherâ€”who raised him on her own in Chicagoâ€”every week.
Dalton Winthrop

A white-shoe legacy at Harvard, he's just the most recent in a string of moneyed, privileged Winthrop men in Cambridge. He's got the easeâ€”and the deep
knowledgeâ€”that come from belonging.
These two find enough common ground to become friends, cementing their bond when Spenser is "punched" to join the Delphic Club, one of the most exclusive of
Harvard's famous all-male final clubs. Founded in the nineteenth century, the Delphic has had titans of industry, Hollywood legends, heads of state, and power
brokers among its members.
Dalton Winthrop knows firsthand that the Delphic doesn't offer memberships to just anyone. His great-uncle is one of their oldest living members, and Dalton grew
up on stories of the club's rituals. But why is his uncle so cryptic about the Ancient Nine, a shadowy group of alums whose identities are unknown and whose power
is absolute? They protect the Delphic's darkest and oldest secretsâ€”including what happened to a student who sneaked into the club's stately brick mansion in 1927
and was never seen again.
Dalton steers Spenser into deeper and deeper recesses of the club, and beyond, to try to make sense of what they think they may be seeing. But with each scrap of
information they get from an octogenarian Crimson graduate, a crumbling newspaper in the library's archives, or one of Harvard's most famous and heavily guarded
historical books, a fresh complication trips them up. The more the friends investigate, the more questions they unearth, tangling the story of the club, the
disappearance, and the Ancient Nine, until they realize their own lives are in danger.

The Ancient Nine by Ian K. Smith - goodreads.com The Ancient Nine was a slow burner scholarly mystery set in 1988, story of convoluted mystery of one the club
house of Harvard, buried secrets and wealthy cunning titans of the world who will go to any length to protect it. Amazon.com: The Ancient Nine: A Novel
(9781250182395): Ian ... THE ANCIENT NINE by Ian K. Smith is an intriguing and compelling mystery set amongst the hallowed halls of the exclusive,
member-only houses in Harvard, during the 1980's. THE ANCIENT NINE - The NW Facts Newspaper - NWFacts.com The Ancient Nine is both a coming of age
novel and a swiftly plotted story, that lets readers into the ultimate of closed worlds, drawn from the knowledge of these real-life institutions, with all of its dark
historical secrets and unyielding power.

The Ancient Nine: A Novel by Ian K. Smith, Hardcover ... The Ancient Nine is a book about one of Harvardâ€™s most private and elite society groups, known as the
Delphic Club. This exclusive group had the most secrets and mysteries of all of the Harvard clubs. The Ancient Nine: A Novel: Ian K. Smith M.D., Brad Sanders ...
The Ancient Nine is my first book by Ian K. Smith. There is a rather big age gap between me and the characters for this book, so it wasn't as exciting for me as it
probably would be for younger readers. The Ancient Nine | Bookreporter.com Is this a clue to what transpired in 1927? Spenser hounds librarians, searches old books
and talks to learned professors, while Daltonâ€™s research takes on a different form. At one point, they even take a drive to visit Daltonâ€™s aging uncle, one of the
Ancient Nine. He has some surprises for the young men.

BOOK REVIEW: THE ANCIENT NINE | Crimespree Magazine THE ANCIENT NINE by Ian Smith is based on his time as a Harvard student in the 1980s. Readers
might think of a fraternity, where male students rush to join, in this case it is called â€œpunched.â€• As with fraternities there is hazing, sexism, and underage
drinking. The Ancient Nine | Ian K. Smith, M.D. | 9781250182395 ... "The Ancient Nine" is a veritable thrill ride if ever there was one! I was pulled into it from the
first few pages and found it difficult to put down. Although it is a fairly lengthy novel I managed to get through it rather swiftly as I wanted to know what happened
and how the story would conclude. Ancient Secrets Of The Nine Unknown Men: Guardians Of ... Although, the Nine Unknown Men made contact with the outside
world on rare occasions, many researchers are convinced that the society did actually exist. This is a preview of our premium article available only to members of
Ancient Pages.
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Watch The Mysterious Nine Full Episode - Ancient Aliens ... Ancient Astronaut theorists believe evidence can be found throughout history to prove his claims are
true. Stories of emperors, kings and pharaohs consulting a pantheon of nine gods can be found in virtually every culture across the globe.
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